K-12 Bookmaking Resources

Books & ebooks

**Handmade Books for a Healthy Planet**  
**Susan Kapuscinski Gaylord**  (ISBN 0984231900)  
Using everyday tools and easy-to-find materials, children and their families and teachers experience the joy of using their hands, minds, and hearts to make books that tell their stories and reflect on the world around them.

**Multicultural Books to Make and Share (Grades 1-6)**  
**Susan Kapuscinski Gaylord**  (ISBN 0590489216)  
A unique treasury of authentic bookmaking projects from cultures around the world. Background information, illustrated step-by-step directions, and photos of the finished product are included for each project.

**Homes for Poems**  
**Susan Kapuscinski Gaylord**  (ebook)  

**Literacy Through the Book Arts**  
**Paul Johnson**  (ISBN 0435087665)  
Using simple, easy-to-follow instructions, supported throughout with clear diagrams and examples of children's work, he demonstrates how scores of different book forms can be made from a single sheet of paper. Moreover, all that is required to produce most of the fifty-odd book forms and variations described here in detail are paper, pens, and a pair of scissors.

**Stories from Around the World (Copy and Cut)**  
**Paul Johnson**  (ISBN 0713668091)  
This series of books comprise an exciting selection of book making and model ideas for children 6 and older. There are more than 25 simple projects to make in each book. Just photocopy the basic templates for the children to cut, fold and complete with text and pictures. Stories from Around the World includes Beowulf, Androcles and the Lion, Pandora’s Box, Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, and How the sun was made.

**Animals (Copy and Cut)**  
**Paul Johnson**  (ISBN 0713662352)  

**Get Writing!: Creative Book-Making Projects for Children and Literacy Through the Book Arts**  
**Paul Johnson**  (ISBN 0713673125 & 9780713687750)  
In this book and its sequel, Johnson shows how children even as young as five can combine words, images and paper engineering to make books as enchanting as those they delight in. First book for ages 4-7, sequel for ages 7-12.
Websites

http://www.makingbooks.com

http://www.bookmakingwithkids.com/

http://changing-phase.blogspot.co.uk/p/mini-books.html


https://www.pinterest.com/blueroofdesigns/bookbinding-teaching-kids/

http://www.bookart.co.uk/paul_johnson_publications.html